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Summary
Many software systems today provide support for adaptation and reconfiguration at runtime, in
response to changes in their environment. Such adaptive systems are designed to run contin-
uously and may not be shut down for reconfiguration or maintenance tasks. The variability of
such systems has to be explicitly managed, together with mechanisms that control their runtime
adaptation and reconfiguration. Dynamic software product lines (DSPLs) can help to achieve this.
However, dealing with evolution is particularly challenging in a DSPL, as changes made at run-
time can easily lead to inconsistencies. This paper describes the challenges of evolving DSPLs
using an example cyber-physical system for home automation. We discuss the shortcomings of
existing work and present a reference architecture to support DSPL evolution. To demonstrate
its feasibility and flexibility, we implemented the proposed reference architecture for two differ-
ent DSPLs: the aforementioned cyber-physical system, which uses feature models to describe its
variability, and a runtimemonitoring infrastructure, which is based on decision models. To assess
the industrial applicability of our approach, we also implemented the reference architecture for
a real-world DSPL, an automation software system for injection molding machines. Our results
provide evidence on the flexibility, performance and industrial applicability of our approach.
KEYWORDS:
Dynamic Software Product Lines, Evolution, Consistency

1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of software systems today are adaptive systems that provide runtime adaptation and reconfiguration capabilities to react
to changes in their environment. These systems usually run continuously and cannot be shut down for reconfiguration or maintenance tasks.
For instance, cyber-physical systems must frequently reconfigure their software components at runtime to take into consideration the addition,
removal or update of physical devices. Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) 1 provide the conceptual framework for managing the variability in
such systems. ADSPL borrows themeans to define andmanage variability from conventional software product lines, but additionally supports sys-
tem reconfiguration at runtime. Similar to conventional software product lines, variabilitymodels in aDSPLdefine the commonalities and variability
of system artifacts with domain-specific properties and dependencies. They describe the possible variants of a system together with constraints
and dependencies and can cover the system’s problem space, i.e., stakeholder needs and desired features, as well as its solution space, i.e., the com-
ponents realizing the solution architecture. The mappings between these two spaces then allows to assemble and configure a product based on
customers’ requirements 2,3. In a DSPL, the variabilitymodel also has to describe how the system can be adapted at runtime.Models providing such
support have been called open variability models 4.
Changes in the requirements and newly emerging technologies lead to the continuous evolution of DSPLs: for example, new features may need

to be added or existing features may need to be removed. Managing evolution is particularly difficult in a DSPL context, as changes are made at
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runtime, which can easily lead to inconsistencies among running components. Specifically, it is challenging tomaintain the consistency between the
problem space and the solution, the variability model and the running system, as well as the runtime adaptation mechanisms. Many approaches
have been proposed for managing the evolution of software product lines 5, ranging from verification techniques to ensure consistent evolution, to
model-based frameworks dedicated to the evolution of feature-based variability models 6. For example, an interesting research thread proposes
evolution templates for co-evolving a variability model and related software artifacts 3,7,8. Model-checking approaches are used to guarantee the
consistency of a variability model after evolution 9,10. Furthermore, approaches for comparing the set of possible products before and after the
evolution of a product line have been proposed 11,12. These approaches, however, are limited regarding support for DSPL evolution, as they focus
on guaranteeing the consistency of the evolved DSPL variability model but fail to ensure that the evolution is consistent with the DSPLs actual
implementation and adaptationmechanisms.

FIGURE1Overview of different types of changes (manual, or automated) and the respective triggers (triggered by a human, or by the environment)
that can have an impact on the system. Certain scenarios are part of other research areas as well, but a DSPL needs to consider multiple different
scenarios alongside with the PL variability model.

There are three evolution scenarios in a DSPL context (cf. Fig. 1). First, the change and the related adaptation are triggered manually, e.g., when
updating the code base. Second, the change can be performed manually, while the adaptation is automated e.g., in a build automation or DevOps
process. Finally, both the change and the adaptation can be triggered automatically, which is the case for self-adaptive systems where evolving
environment implies a reconfiguration of the system. Besides the area of (dynamic) software product lines, considerable effort has been made in
the domain of (self-)adaptive systems to efficiently adapt to changes in the environment, or recover from errors introduced in a running system.
Examples range from autonomous vehicles or robots 13, to self-managing and self-adapting web services and IoT systems 14. Self-adaptive systems
(often using aMAPE-K 15 approach) react to changes in the environment to, for example, optimize throughput and reduce resource consumption by
updating the configuration or architecture of the system. Automated build and deployment solutions (DevOps) on the other hand are triggered by
(manual) changes in the program’s source code and ensuring proper re-deployment of the system, sometimes in an incremental manner and/or at
runtime. However, while these solutions provide important contributions to (self)-adaptivity and self-repair of systems at runtime, what sets them
apart from aDSPL is their lack of explicitly modeling the variability of the system. This is important as the the running systemmust to be consistent
with its counterpart described, for example, in a featuremodel (cf. Fig. 1).
Existing DSPL approaches are typically based on ad-hoc adaptation mechanisms that need to be maintained manually to keep them consistent

with theproblemand solution spacesduringevolution 16. Proper evolution support is, however, crucial to guarantee the consistencyof theDSPLand
of the (potential) adaptations of the running system 17. Furthermore, existing approaches typically only support one particular variability manage-
ment approach and are not flexible enough to allow their use in different domains and for different types of systems, using diverse implementation
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techniques. A variability model-agnostic approach is still missing that facilitates the evolution of problem and solution spaces, together with the
runtime adaptation mechanisms, and also checks the consistency of the resulting products. Based on our work on runtime reconfiguration of mon-
itoring systems 18,19 and on the dynamic evolution of the architecture of DSPLs 20, we sketched some general issues related to DSPL evolution in a
short paper 21. The research described here builds on this short paper. Specifically, we developed a flexible approach to support DSPL evolution based
on a reference architecture, that can be implemented to support the evolution of a concrete (type of) DSPL. The reference architecture describes the capa-
bilities needed for detecting changes made to running systems, for automating the update of variability models, and for detecting inconsistencies
among all the relevant elements of a DSPL. Specifically, our reference architecture guides the development of change detection, model update, and
consistency checking solutions to support evolution in a concrete DSPL.
The key contributions of this paper are (i) a flexible approach, based on a reference architecture, to implement evolution support for a DSPL,

(ii) implementations of the reference architecture for two different DSPLs in different domains – one cyber-physical system and one runtimemon-
itoring system, both using different means for variability management, (iii) an evaluation of the feasibility and performance of our approach by
simulating common evolution scenarios for both DSPLs to demonstrate that both implementations are capable of detecting inconsistencies intro-
duced in aDSPLat runtime, and (iv) ademonstrationof the industrial applicability of our approachbyapplying it to a real-world automation software
systemDSPL from the injectionmolding domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to DSPLs and introduces a running example. Section 3

discusses important evolution scenarios and their impact on the consistency of a DSPL and summarizes the challenges of DSPL evolution. Section 4
presents a reference architecture for implementing support forDSPL evolution. Section 5 describes our evaluationmethod. Section 6 describes the
implementation of evolution support for two different DSPLs based on the reference architecture and performance experiments we conducted.
Section 7 describes how our proposed reference architecture was implemented for a real-world automation software system from the injection
molding domain by an engineer ofMoldingCompanya. Section 8 discusses our results and elaborates threats to validity. Section 9 discusses related
work, and Section 10 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUNDANDRUNNING EXAMPLE
Product line engineering aims at building software systems by reusing common software artifacts across a set of related products 22. Managing the
commonalities and variability of product lines is a cross-cutting concern 22,23. Modelling product line variability concerns the problem space (i.e.,
features and capabilities), the solution space (i.e., components of the solution architecture), and the mapping space (i.e., links between problem and
solution space elements) 24,25.

2.1 Background
A DSPL is a special form of a software product line designed to support runtime variability, that is, adaptation and reconfiguration at runtime.
The DSPL engineering process (Fig. 2) extends the SPL process by adding post-deployment and reconfiguration activities 26. In contrast to SPLs
with variation points bound only at design time DSPLs allow to explicitly bind features at runtime. A variability model then describes all permis-
sible reconfigurations 27, which enable the running system to adapt to changes in the environment, relying, e.g., on context information 28. This
information in turn is captured and analyzed through the use of dedicated tools, which then trigger reconfigurations.
Fig. 2 depicts an abstract system whose variability is described in a feature model. Each feature in the feature model is realized by at least one

related software artifact – e.g., a service or a component – called asset. For the sake of simplicity, we do not include cross-tree constraints in this
figure but want to point out that the architecture described further is well-suited to handle them. Also, we do not assume a 1-to-1 mapping of
problem space features to solution space assets, i.e., one feature can be realized bymultiple assets and several features can be realized by one asset.
This mapping of assets and features – here abstracted using a simple arrow – is typically specified using a dedicated language 24.
Adaptation rules state how the system can evolve. For example, R4 specifies that feature Amust be activated during reconfiguration whenever

condition N is met (selected features are marked with a green check mark). After deploying the initial configuration, changes in the context of the
running system may result in condition N to be met, leading to the inclusion of feature A. All phases of runtime adaptation (analysis, planning and
execution) rely on the variability model. Ensuring its consistency at runtime is thus fundamental for DSPL engineering.

aThe name has been changed to protect the company’s privacy.
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FIGURE 2DSPL engineering.

2.2 Running Example
To illustrate the challenges and issues facedwhen evolving aDSPL, we introduce a cyber-physical system (CPS) for home automation as an example
of an adaptive system combining both hardware devices and software systems. The CPS consists of smart devices equippedwith sensors and actu-
ators interconnected through a software system. Sensors are used to retrieve information from the environment; reconfiguration plans are then
carried out through the actuators. Fig. 3 depicts an excerpt of the variability model of our CPS, along with related adaptation rules.

CPS

Sensor Actuator

S_Light A_BlindA_Light

On Off Up Down

if luminosity < 40
then turn light on

if luminosity > 80 
then close blind
...

FIGURE 3 Excerpt of the variability model of a cyber-physical system and its related adaptation rules.

In this case, a possible reconfiguration action is to switch on light through the actuatorA_Lightwhenever the luminosity in a given room, captured
by sensor S_Light, is lower than 40 lumens, or to close the roller blinds of the window, whenever it is higher than 80 lumens. Obviously, a CPS
automaticallymanaging the luminosity, temperature, humidity, andenergy consumptionof ahome relies onmany suchadaptation rules for different
rooms and devices. Each adaptation rule is thus related to the variability model describing possible reconfigurations of the CPS.
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3 DSPL EVOLUTION
ADSPL is a long-term investment and is meant to be used over a long period of time. As any other software system, it needs to evolve to meet new
requirements. For instance, new devices may be configured to support new kinds of adaptations or existing reconfiguration mechanisms may be
changed or removed. When evolving a DSPL, developers have to cope with the variability of the different spaces, while ensuring that adaptations
that may occur within the running system are still feasible. Intra-space changes affect only one space while inter-space changes involve different
spaces 3. In addition, runtime changes ofDSPLelements defined at design timeoftenhave an impact on the reconfigurability of the deployed system.
Evolving aDSPL is thus an error-prone and challenging task. This section discusses all the possible changes that can occur in the threemodeling spaces of
the DSPL during evolution and their potential effect on the running system. We present examples of these effects on the runtime adaptations of the CPS
DSPL, and then discuss the related challenges.

3.1 Impact of Evolution
In the following, the variability of the CPS is described using a feature model, the most common approach to model product lines. Although
we describe only one change per space in our examples, the changes can affect the consistency of the overall DSPL. The left-hand side of each
(sub-)figure shows the initial DSPL, and the right-hand side the one after evolution. Elements depicted with square brackets are software artifacts
from the solution space, e.g., components or services. Throughout our examples, we assume that an operation, whose signature is given between
the square brackets, is implemented by these software artifacts. Dashed lines with arrows on both sides represent the mapping between problem
and solution spaces. Rectangles in dashed lines highlight the resulting inconsistencies.

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

Color

(a) Adding an element to the problem space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn()

turnLightOff()

Color

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

Actuator

S_Light

setBlue()

Red Blue

setRed()

On Off

turnLightOn()

turnLightOff()

Color

setBlue()

Red

setRed()

(b) Removing an element from the problem space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn()

turnLightOff()

Soft Full

(c) Updating an element of the problem space.

FIGURE 4 Problem space evolutions.
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Problem Space
For instance, in Fig. 4(a) the optional feature Color is added to the system to make the light actuator now configurable by allowing the selection of
a light color. This feature may require specific colored light bulbs. The problem in this case is caused by the missing software artifact that needs to
bemapped to the new feature. In our example,Colormust be defined and included in the adaptation rule, since otherwise theColor feature is empty
(has no associated operation), i.e., the reconfiguration will have no effectb. The problem occurs immediately if the feature is mandatory, or when
activating an optional feature.
Removing a feature can easily impact the consistency of the DSPL. Let us consider a case where the color of the light could have been red or

blue, but the latter cannot be set anymore after evolution, e.g., because of a hardware problem (Fig. 4(b)). If featureColor is involved in an adaptation
rule, e.g., turn on the blue light when it is 07:00 in the morning, then the reconfiguration would fail whenever this condition is met, even though the
related solution space element is available.
A feature, or any other element of the solution space, e.g., a constraint, can also just be updatedc. For example, one can think of a different way

of switching lights on and off. The variability model is updated when feature On is upgraded, as a dimmer now allows the light to be turned on
completely or partially (Full and Softmodes in Fig. 4(c)). Adaptation rules that involve feature On (Fig. 3) need to be updated to reflect this change
and to avoid an inconsistency. Updating the rules is done by setting the correct action to perform, e.g., when the luminosity becomes lower than 40
lumen, turn on the light in soft mode.

Mapping Space

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

(a) Adding an element to themapping space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

setSpeed()

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

setSpeed()

(b) Removing an element from themapping space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()stop()

Stop

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()stop()

Stop

(c) Updating an element of themapping space.

FIGURE 5Mapping space evolutions.

bIn the context of this paper, we consider that a feature is empty when its selection has no effect on the expected adaptation.cAn update is considered as a transaction, that is, a sequence of atomic changes treated as one change (e.g., Add + Rem). The DSPL is thus checked only
once (after the update) instead both after the Add and after the Rem.
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A new mapping can be added when a feature requires an extension and is then realized by composing two different software artifacts. For

example, Fig. 5(a) considers the case in which the implementation of features Up and Down for blinds requires two software artifacts after evolu-
tion: one for controlling the speed and another one for the direction (we assume both were handled by the same artifact before). If the mapping is
not correctly defined and does not point to any artifact, the adaptation is partially inconsistent, e.g., one can still control the direction (up/down) of
the blinds but not their speed since the related artifact is not mapped correctly.
Removing a mapping element can prevent the proper reconfiguration of the running system. In Fig. 5(b), conversely to the previous scenario,

artifactsmoveUp() andmoveDown() also control the speed after evolution, so the mapping related to speed is removed. In that case, if the software
artifacts are not properly updated, the element of the solution space that controls the speed (setSpeed()) becomes a dead asset.
When updating a mapping, the reference to the element needs to be changed either in the problem space or in the solution space. For example,

Fig. 5(c) illustrates the casewhere artifact Stop(), whichwas initially bound to feature Stop, is nowbound to featureUp: if one pushes buttonUpwhen
the blind moves down, it stops, instead of having a dedicated button Stop. Adaptations related to feature Stopwould now fail, as software artifacts
are no longer bound to this feature. For instance, such an adaptation could require that the blind stops when there is toomuchwind or rain.

Solution Space

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

turnLightSoft()

(a) Adding an element to the solution space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

setSpeed()

CPS

Sensor

A_Blind

Up Down

Actuator

S_Light

moveUp() moveDown()

(b) Removing an element from the solution space.

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightOn() turnLightOff()

CPS

Sensor

A_Light

On Off

Actuator

S_Light

turnLightSoft() turnLightOff()

(c) Updating an element of the solution space.

FIGURE 6 Solution space evolutions.

Fig. 6(a) considers a new artifact that implements a soft new way of turning on the light. If this new software artifact should be taken into
consideration for the reconfiguration at runtime, related elements in themapping as well as in the problem spacemust also be added.
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Removing a software artifact when evolving the solution space can lead to problems when different features share the same artifact. Fig. 6(b)

illustrates this situation as artifact setSpeed() is removed. In this scenario, featureUp no longer needs such an artifact (we suppose this is now imple-
mented by artifactsmoveUp() andmoveDown()). This can result in a partially inconsistent adaptation, i.e., the blind can still move down but the speed
cannot be controlled, which can be an issue.
Finally, Fig. 6(c) illustrates an evolution in the solution space, where the implementation of feature On is changed. After the change, activating

this feature turns on the light in soft mode. Although the resulting reconfiguration turns the light on (in soft mode, but on anyway), this may not be
the expected behaviorwith respect to the semantics of featureOn. The evolved software artifact could also be an implementation that is completely
unrelated to the light system and turns on the TV, thus leading to another inconsistent adaptation.
Table 1 summarizes the different evolution scenarios in the problem and solution spaces and the mapping between the two, with respect to

atomic tasks/changes as discussed above. It further summarizes the possible effects of each change on the consistency of the CPS DSPL and the
impact on the running configuration.

TABLE 1 Changes in different modeling spaces and examples of their potential effect on the CPS DSPL. Add stands for addiction, Rem for removal
and Upd for update.

Change Potential impact on the CPSDSPL

Pro
ble
mS
pac
e Add feature selection will have no effect : the added Color feature (cf. Fig 4(a)) is empty2, i.e., not related to any

solution space element, and selecting it will thus have no effect.
Rem artifact cannot be activated anymore : setBlue() (cf. Fig 4(b)) cannot be activated as it is no longer related to any

problem space element.
Upd feature selectionwill havenoeffect : Soft and Full (cf. Fig 4(c)) are empty features, i.e., not related to any solution

space element, and selecting themwill thus have no effect.

Ma
pp
ing
Spa
ce Add artifact cannot be activated anymore : the Blind speed cannot be controlled (cf. Fig 5(a)) as the new mapping

does not point to a solution space element.
Rem artifact cannot be activated anymore : setSpeed() (cf. Fig 5(b)) cannot be activated as after removing the

mapping, no feature is related with setSpeed() anymore.
Upd feature selection will have no effect : feature Stop (cf. Fig 5(c)) is empty, i.e., not related with any solution space

element, and selecting this feature nowwill not have any effect anymore.

Sol
uti
on
Spa
ce Add artifact cannot be activated anymore : turnLightSoft() (cf. Fig 6(a)) cannot be activated, as no feature is related

to the new solution space element.
Rem runtime adaptation will partly fail : feature Down (cf. Fig 6(b)) is not fully implemented, i.e., the speed can no

longer be controlled as this solution space element has been removed.
Upd unexpected runtime behavior : wrong implementation (asset) for feature On (cf. Fig 6(c)) leads to unexpected

behavior.

3.2 Challenges
The discussed cases show that evolution in DSPLs requires the consideration of multiple aspects 21. We see threemain challenges:

C1: Supporting evolution independently of the domain, implementation technique, or modeling approach. Existing DSPL evolution approaches focus
on a particular variability modeling approach, e.g., feature models 26. In practice, however, different approaches are used 29. Also, different ways of
modeling adaptation rules can be utilized in relation to variabilitymodels. Furthermore, systems are often implemented using various technologies.
The success of an approach for the evolution of DSPLs in practice thus depends on its flexibility to support different modeling and implementa-
tion techniques. This suggests a generic architecture that guides the implementation of concrete solutions, which use specific variability modeling
approaches and adaptationmechanisms.
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C2: Ensuring consistency of models and the running system. The consistency of the DSPL must be checked whenever at least one of the spaces

evolves. Consistency must thus be checked for each space (intra-space consistency) and across spaces (inter-space consistency). For instance,
related elements from different spaces can become inconsistent with the actual software or hardware and prevent the derivation of products,
despite the validity of these products in the variabilitymodel. Althoughpatterns for keeping co-evolving bothmodeling spaces consistent have been
studied 30,31, most approaches so far have focused on the consistency of either the problem space 11,32,33 or the solution space 34. Also, existingwork
focuses on checking the consistency (of models) in software product lines without considering dynamic software product lines: whilemodel consis-
tency is similar in a SPL and a DSPL, consistency checking in a DSPL also needs to take into account the running system. Thus, it must be ensured
that its adaptation rules are still consistent with the variability model and do not violate any possible reconfiguration. Detecting such inconsisten-
cies is not straightforward as adaptation rules are typically defined independently of the variability model using diverse ad-hoc approaches such as
event-condition-action rules 16,35,26.When themodel evolves, the rules should be updated automatically. Also, when evolving rules, themodelmust
potentially also be updated.

C3: Supporting evolution triggered by the running system or the model. The evolution of a DSPL can be driven from two different perspectives. First,
the different spaces can evolve, e.g., a feature might be added to the problem space or a new component might be developed in the solution space
to address new requirements. Whenever one space evolves, the other space must evolve accordingly. Only then a configuration defined in the
problem space can bematerialized by composing elements from the solution space (e.g., Fig. 4(a)–4(c)), and vice versa (e.g., Fig. 6(a)–6(c)). Updating
a running system – to reflect changes made to the modeling spaces also in the running system – can be challenging depending on the technologies
used. Second, the evolutiond of a DSPL can also be driven by the running system: if the system changes both modeling spaces may need to evolve
to reflect these changes. Approaches have been proposed for dealing with the co-evolution of different modeling spaces 3,36, for reflecting system
evolution in themodels 37,38, or vice versa 39. However, they are typically only capable of dealing with a particular set of changes and cannot handle
both evolution betweenmodeling spaces and evolution driven by changes in the system.

4 REFERENCEARCHITECTURE
To address the aforementioned challenges, we present a reference architecture 40 that supports DSPL evolution.

Reference architectures
A number of approaches exist to inform the development of reference architectures 41,42. Following the types of reference architecture proposed
by Angelov et al. 43 we regard our reference architecture as a Type 5. Such architectures are designed to facilitate the design of systems that will
become needed in the future. Our reference architecture defines the key components required in a system implementing it, discusses algorithms
supporting the operation of the components, and presents protocols demonstrating the interactions among the components.
A reference architecture aims at providing guidance (i.e., instructions) on how to actually design a system 44. Our reference architecture (i) is indepen-

dent of specific domains, implementation techniques, ormodeling approaches forDSPLs (cf. challengeC1); (ii) it focuses on ensuring the consistency
of the running systemandof themodels representing theDSPL (cf. challengeC2); and (iii) supporting evolution triggered fromdifferent perspectives
(cf. challengeC3).
The reference architecture is divided into four parts, as depicted in Fig. 7. DSPL Adaptation comprises the adaptation rules defined to auto-

matically adapt the system at runtime. Change Detection and Propagation comprises a component that listens to the running system to detect any
(relevant) change made to the system and subsequently propagates this change to the Model Evolution component. Model Evolution comprises
components to evolve the variability model and/or the adaptation rules based on the changes received from Change Detection and Propagation,
given the specific scenario (see Section 3).Model Consistency uses a consistency checker to ensure that performed evolution operations, especially
if based on human decisions, do not introduce inconsistencies in the DSPL. The parts, each responsible for a given concern in the DSPL evolution
process, and the components they comprise, are described independently of any concrete (modeling) approach and can be implemented for any
systems. Small squares in the components indicatewhere such specific implementations are needed, e.g., to let theModel Updater update the Vari-
abilityModel for a concrete variability modeling approach. In Table 2, we list generic operations for each component, e.g., to listen to changesmade
to the running system and to update the variability models accordingly. These operations can be implemented when creating a concrete solution
for a DSPL. To this end, we describe two different implementations in Section 6 . Below, we describe each part of the reference architecture and
the components it comprises, again referring to the CPS example.

dPlease note that in our approach, an evolution results in a new version of the DSPL. The previous version of the variability model is replaced with the
evolved one and earlier configurationsmay no longer be derivable.
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FIGURE 7Reference architecture for DSPL evolution.

DSPL Adaptation is responsible for managing all adaptation rules related to the DSPL. The specific way adaptation rules are described depends
on the domain and the implementation of the DSPL. For instance, the rules may be encoded using a domain-specific language that describes event-
condition-action rules 16,35,26. When a change occurs in the running system, the adaptation rules are likely to evolve together with the rest of the
DSPL, e.g., as an adaptation rulemay involve a feature that is no longer present in the variabilitymodel after the change. For example, an adaptation
rule defining the color of the light to be turned on under certain conditions will no longer be valid after the DSPL evolution scenario described in
Fig. 6(b), and thus the rule must be adapted or removed from this component to properly evolve the DSPL (cf. challengesC1 andC2).
Change Detection and Propagation is responsible for detecting and propagating changes in the running system. A State Managermonitors the

running systemand receives notificationswhenever changes occur. This could be achieved either by actively listening to system changes, or by peri-
odically querying the system and calculating changes with respect to a previously observed state.When a change is detected by the State Manager,
it is passed to theModel Updater, which determines relevant update actions for the variability model (cf. challengeC3).
InModel Evolution, the variability model defines all possible configurations for the software managed as DSPL, and thus guides all adaptations,

that is, it switches from one configuration to another given a particular adaptation rule. The variability model can be defined using any available
variability modeling approach 29. Our architecture distinguishes between two types of changes on the variability model: in case of unambiguous
changes – e.g., the CPS system gets a new feature to turn on a green light – the variability model can be updated immediately and automatically: a
new feature Green, can be added as a child of feature Color (cf. Table 1: PS_Add). In practice, however, multiple stakeholders may maintain a DSPL.
This can lead to ambiguous changes, which cannot be resolved automatically. The DSPL maintainer needs to be prompted through an interface –
the Update Resolution UI – to decide on how to react and how to update the variability model by selecting among suggested possible actions or
performing a custom one. For instance, the scenario described in Fig. 4(a) is not trivial, as feature Color can be added as a child of feature A_Light
or of feature On. An ambiguous change can also occur when a new component with a different name substitutes a running component, leading to
semantic issues that could only be solved using ontologies tomap components together, e.g., as in 45.Update Rules help automatemodel updates (cf.
challengeC3). For instance, an update rule may specify that an optional featuremust be added to the variability model as a child of the root feature
if a new optional functionality is available in the system.Whenever a change is ambiguous, the DSPLmaintainer performs amanual evolution using
the Update Resolution UI and can then define a new rule based on the change she has just made. Once stored with the other rules, the rule can be
used to automate future evolution scenarios to avoid possible ambiguity.Update Rules andModel Updater dependon the used approach formodeling
variability. Our architecture provides generic operations (cf. Table 2) that can be implemented for a specific approach, to specify update operations
and update rules, as described in Section 6. The list of possible changes in different modeling spaces (cf. Table 1) is a useful basis to develop update
rules, i.e., changes in problem, mapping, and solution spaces can be automated in reaction to the evolution of the DSPL.
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TABLE 2Generic operations of our DSPL evolution reference architecture.

Component/Operation Description
StateManager

detectChange(changeEvent) Monitors the running system and listens to any changeEvent, e.g., new compo-
nent deployed to the running system.

notifyChanges(change[]) Periodically sends the list of change[] to theModel Updater.
Model Updater

analyzeChanges() Reacts to notifyChanges(change[]) and analyzes the required changes.
Calls update methods for variability model and/or DSPL adaptation rules
accordingly.

updateVariabilityModel(modelChange) Searches for an update rule matching the required modelChange, e.g., add
feature. If found, it parses the rule to update the model automatically, e.g.,
by adding a feature. If an automatic update is not possible, e.g., in case of
ambiguous changes, the operation prompts the user.

readUpdateRule(rule) Parses the related update rule to infer the proper automatedmodel evolution
to be applied.

updateAdaptationRule(rule, ruleChange) Searches for the DSPL adaptation rule to be evolved and performs the
required ruleChange. E.g., when a feature has been renamed in the model, the
referring adaptation rule needs to bemodified too.

Consistency Checker
parse(model) Loads and reads the variability model.
parse(adaptationRules) Loads and reads the DSPL adaptationRules.
checkConsistency(model) Checks the consistency of the variability model, i.e., checks for issues in differ-

ent modeling spaces and also compares variability model and running system
with each other according to the defined consistency rules.

checkConsistency(adaptationRules) Checks the consistency of the DSPL adaptationRules.
checkConsistency(model, adaptationRules) Checks if the variability model is consistent with the DSPL adaptationRules

ViolationManager
fixInconsistencyInModel(modelChange) Updates themodel to fix an inconsistency. Prompts the user if required.
fixInconsistencyInAdaptationRule(ruleChange) Updates the adaptation rule to fix an inconsistency. Prompts the user if

required.

Model Consistency is essential when dealing with evolution in a DSPL, especially when different people are responsible for different parts of
the system and or variabilitymodels. In our approach, different possible inconsistencies are defined as Consistency Rules (or constraints) that can be
fed to a dedicated Consistency Checker (cf. challenges C2 and C3). The Consistency Checker analyzes the running system together with the variability
model and the adaptation rules to detect any inconsistencies. The Consistency Checker thus needs to interface with the variability model but also
requires status updates of the running system.A consistency rule could, for instance, specify that for each problem space feature there must be
at least one solution space asset realizing that feature, i.e., for each feature at least one component must exist in the system that realizes that feature.
Another rule could define that for each feature selected for the DSPL (i.e., ‘activated’), the respective component realizing the feature must be currently
running (‘active’) in the system. The concrete set of consistency rules will depend on the system and on the modeling approach used, as we will show
in our evaluation.
In case of any detected inconsistencies, aViolationManager prompts the user through a dedicated interface. This could involve critical errors that

must befixed (e.g., if the removal of an element from the variabilitymodel breaks an existing adaptation rule), but alsominor inconsistencies needing
attention (e.g., if the addition of an asset duplicates an existing one). TheConsistency Checker is thus in charge of detecting structural inconsistencies
after they occurred, while semantic ones (e.g., mapping to the wrong elements) are left to the user. Again, however, ontologies could be applied
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to also cover at least basic semantic inconsistencies. The different parts of our reference architecture are independent of each other, leaving the
concrete implementation and application scenario to decide the technique ormodeling approach to be used.

5 EVALUATIONMETHOD
We investigate three research questions regarding the feasibility and applicability of our approach. Specifically, we assess the general feasibility
of our approach by implementing it for two different DSPLs, and determine for the two concrete implementations of the reference architecture if
inconsistencies arising from different evolution scenarios are correctly managed. We further show how our reference architecture can be applied
to a real-world DSPL in the domain of automation software for injectionmoldingmachines.

5.1 Application Examples
The first DSPL is a cyber-physical system providing capabilities for controlling and managing home automation devices such as sensors and actua-
tors under certain conditions, e.g., turning off the TV in case no one is watching it 46. To deal with the context-awareness of the devices in use, e.g., a
BelkinWeMo thermostat, adaptation rules are defined andmanaged by controllers deployed on set-top boxes. For instance, an adaptation rule for
this device is if someone turns on the thermostat, send an SMS to registered user #1. Such systems are highly configurable and likely to evolve, as run-
ning devicesmay face failures, or new devicesmay be added to an existing system to provide new functionality. Formore details about the different
spaces of the CPSDSPL, refer to Romero et al. 46.
The secondDSPL is anevent-based runtimemonitoring infrastructureREMINDS 18. REMINDS has a client-server architecture: systemsare instru-

mented using probes that send events and data from the systems to the REMINDS server, which aggregates and distributes these events and data
to registered clients. Clients are, for instance, tools for checking constraints 47 on the expected behavior based on the monitored events or visu-
alization components explaining constraint violations to facilitate diagnosis. In previous work, we emphasized the need for sophisticated runtime
variability management mechanisms 19 and support for automated evolution in REMINDS 21, since a monitoring infrastructure must co-evolve with
the underlying system itmonitors. In the context of this paper, however, we focus on the evolution of the components of REMINDS itself: the probes,
monitored events and data, and constraints being added, modified, or removed at runtime in the REMINDSmonitoring infrastructure.

5.2 ResearchQuestions
RQ1. Is the reference architecture flexible enough to support different DSPL implementations?
To assess the feasibility of the proposed architecture, we implemented it for the two different DSPLs described above. For both DSPLs, we

implemented the components and operations of our reference architecture and created variability models, partly based on existing ones 19. The
two implementations use different technologies and different kinds of variabilitymodels, yet they both complywith the reference architecture. For
example, the CPS DSPL uses Eclipse EMF 48, Java, and extended feature models 32,49, while REMINDS uses Eclipse, Java, and DOPLER 50 decision
models.

RQ2. Howwell do the two reference architecture implementations perform?
To assess howwell the two implementationsmanage inconsistencies to supportDSPL evolution,we simulated scenarios that are likely to happen

in the two applications and evaluated their impact on the respective DSPL, to find out whether each implemented approach is able to detect incon-
sistencies and to react appropriately/fast enough. Table 3 provides an overview of our evaluation setup. We used problem space, mapping space,
and solution space operations to cover a fair range of different possible inconsistencies and picked the following representative scenarios:

1. Scenario 1 (SC1) – A problem space element is removed to constrain possible (re-)configurations of the DSPL. This can result in dead
elements (assets) in the solution space that were related to the removed element of the problem space.

2. Scenario 2 (SC2) – The mapping space is updated after merging two existing assets into a single one. This can result in a problem space
element with no effect (no relation to any solution space element).

3. Scenario 3 (SC3) – A solution space element is added to evolve the system, i.e., a new component can now be configured. If notmapped to an
existing or new problem space element, the new solution space element is dead and cannot be activated at runtime.

For each of these three scenarios we perform 100 changes that lead to an automated update of the respective variability model of the CPS and
REMINDSDSPLs. 99 out of 100 changes lead to correct updateswhile 1 change (randomly, e.g., the 67th change) leads to an incorrect update result-
ing in an inconsistency. For example, an incorrect update operation for scenario SC3 would add the solution space element without also relating it
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TABLE 3Overview of our evaluation setup.

CPSDSPL 46 REMINDSDSPL 18
FeatureModel DecisionModel
2000 features, 200 adaptation rules, 3000 assets 400 decisions, 1000 assets
SC1: A feature is removed from the featuremodel SC1: A decision is removed from themodel
SC2: An existingmapping (feature to asset) is updated SC2: An existingmapping (asset to decision) is updated
SC3: A new asset is added SC3: A new asset is added to themodel

Runs per scenario: 10
Total number of changes: 1000

Seeded inconsistencies: 1 random defect introduced in every 100 changes

to any problem space element or other element. This simulates an error a user might actually make during DSPL evolution. Indeed, while adding a
solution space element can be automated, the mapping of the new solution space element to an existing or a new problem space element requires
user involvement or at least an update rule as described earlier, and errors can thus easily be introduced.
To evaluate the performance, we measured for the two DSPL implementations the time required to check the consistency after we seeded one

inconsistency. We based our evaluation on significant variability models, e.g., feature models with 2000 features, considered by Berger et al. 51 as
large feature models. For the concrete performance measurements, which are specific for each implementation and were performed on different
machines, please refer to Section 6.

RQ3. Industrial applicability: can the reference architecture be used to support a real-world DSPL implementation?
To assess the applicability of the proposed architecture, we implemented it for a real-world DSPL, i.e., an automation software system for

injection molding machines by an Upper Austrian companye. More specifically, as part of an ongoing project, MoldingCompany is extending the
architecture of its automation software to allow plugging external devices into machines at runtime. The DSPL approach discussed in this paper
was regarded as promising to deal with the identified adaptation and reconfiguration scenarios and to better support new devices and vendors in
the future. The main benefit of the DSPL architecture is the development of a feature base on the machine, which dynamically configures avail-
able features of connected peripheral devices. The project thereby shifts the process of connecting new unknown peripheral devices to machines
from design time (pre-deployment) to runtime (post-deployment). Depending on the capabilities of the connected devices features are enabled
or disabled. Furthermore, the approach allows to activate or deactivate features based on results from monitoring an injection molding machine.
Specifically, an engineer from MoldingCompany developed capabilities for runtime adaptation of the automation software including adaptation
rules guided by the reference architecture presented in this paper andwith advice from the authors. To support the (re-)configuration of the system
at runtime theengineerdevelopeda featuremodel andacomponentmodel to represent the systemcomponents that canbe (de-)activatedor recon-
figured at runtime. In Section 7, we present the created architecture instance, themodels, and theDSPL adaptation rules.We further describe how
our architecture supports future evolution scenarios (e.g., adding new devices) in this domain and report initial feedback from MoldingCompany
engineers.

6 FLEXIBILITY ANDPERFORMANCE (RQ1ANDRQ2)
We implemented and customizedour reference architecture for theCPSandREMINDSDSPL todemonstrate that it is sufficientlyflexible to support
different implementations of the various components. Both implementations use different technologies and different kinds of variability models
but comply with the architecture. To find out whether our approach is capable of properly detecting inconsistencies, we performed experiments
that reflect the three previously described evolution scenarios and measured the time f required to check the consistency of each DSPL for which
we implemented our reference architecture.

eDue to non-disclosure agreements we refer to this company as ”MoldingCompany“
fPlease note that the numbers regarding the average evaluation times for the two approaches cannot be comparedwith each other since the approaches

are implemented using different technologies for constraint solving and error reporting. However, the numbers provide a hint on the general performance of
both approaches.
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6.1 Reference Architecture Implementation for the CPSDSPL
Implementation (RQ1)
We first implemented the reference architecture for the CPS DSPL, which relies on feature models to manage runtime variability and adaptation
rules as described below. Implementing and customizing the reference architecture for the CPS DSPL took about two person-weeks and was done
byonedeveloper.He could reuse initial variabilitymodels of thisDSPL created in earlierwork 46 and a consistency checker developed for a different
project 52. As depicted in Fig. 8(a) , each component of the CPS DSPL conforms to its respective meta-model. It thus provides a flexible means to
define DSPLs for different domains or evolving a given DSPL, by switchingmodel components whenever needed. The CPSDSPL is thus an instance
of the DSPLmeta-models, and is managed through Eclipse and EMF.
Adaptation. Adaptation rules are described in the feature model, such as the one shown in Fig. 8(a). In particular, we rely on extended feature

models, i.e., feature models whose additional information is defined in terms of feature attributes 32,49. Specifically, adaptation rules are defined as
attribute-based constraints. To distinguish between design-time model constraints and runtime adaptation rules, we rely on a slight extension of
the feature meta-model proposed in 52. This extension is twofold and consists of a Boolean attribute, runtime, added to the meta-classes Constraint
and Attribute. The former enables the definition of runtime constraints, i.e., adaptation rules, while the latter is used to define runtime attributes,
i.e., their value will only be taken into consideration at runtime. In practice, attributes and constraints flagged with runtime are not used during the
initial configuration. They become active only once the system is up and running. Runtime attribute values remain unset at design time, and are then
updated at runtime relying on an event listener that listens to changes that occur in the environment of the system.
Change Detection and Propagation.We developed an interface that handles change detection through a monitoring system implementing the

operations proposed in Table 2. Once a change is detected, it is propagated to State Manager that translates this change into twomodels, (i) amodel
fragment that comprises the model element(s) to be updated and (ii) a change model, which is an instance of the change meta-model. The change
meta-model enables the definition of all types of changes, i.e., the addition, update or removal of elements in any space. Once translated, the two
models are used byModel Updater to evolve the relatedmodels accordingly.
Model Evolution.TheModel Updater retrieves themodels related to the change, and evolves themainmodels by relying onupdate rules. It parses

the change model together with the adaptation rules, the mapping space model or the feature model depending on the scenario, and performs the
change. For instance, the change model can describe the removal of an element in the solution space (cf. Table 1: SS_Rem). Whenever the Model
Updater retrieves such a model, it looks for an update rule named removeSSElement in the rules repository. This rule describes the guidelines of a
proper removal, i.e., it removes the solution space element itself and the relatedmapping space elements.
When the change model and the update rule make it feasible, the change is performed automatically, otherwise an output message is displayed

within theEclipse console to involve thedeveloper. For instance, addinganewoption (cf. Table1:PS_Add) for anexisting functionality canbehandled
automatically (i.e., an update rule defines that a newvariant feature f2 is added as a direct child feature of the existing one f1:Add f2 childOf f1), while
moving features may not be straightforward (e.g., the user has to define where to insert the moved feature and move sub-features accordingly).
Once the evolution is performed (either manually by the user – e.g., moving features; or automatically by the framework based on update rules –
e.g., new option), the consistency of the DSPL is checked.
Model Consistency. Once evolved, the feature model is translated into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). We then use the Choco CSP

solver 53 (but any Java-based solver would also integrate smoothly, e.g., SAT4J) to check the consistency of the featuremodel. The proposedmodel-
based approach helps ensuring the consistency of the overall DSPL and acts asViolationManager. First, changes are translated intomodel fragments
that conform to the related meta-model and are thus consistent with the rest of the model. Second, models directly refer to other models/model
fragments, ensuring all models are consistent with each other. Indeed, the main issue with most existing feature-based DSPL approaches is that
adaptation rules are defined independently of the feature model. The evolution of a DSPL is thus often error-prone as for such approaches there is
no way to check whether adaptation rules and the feature model are consistent after evolution. Instead, we define adaptation rules as models and
make them refer to features in the feature model, similar, e.g., to Gamez and Fuentes 54 who define adaptation rules in a reconfiguration plan and
relate it to a featuremodel.

Performance evaluation (RQ2)
To assess the performance of our approach we programmatically generated models larger than the models manually created for the CPS. The gen-
eration process produces (i) random features (2000 features) and adaptation rules (200), (ii) 1-2 assets per feature (i.e., a total of 3000 assets), and
thus (iii) one or twomappings per feature. While these models are randomly generated, their size and structure can be compared with real feature
models, e.g., from the operating system domain as reported by Berger et al. 51. For each evolution scenario SC1-SC3, we then performed 99 change
operations leading to valid model updates, and 1 change operation leading to an inconsistency. In addition to checking whether all inconsistencies
were indeed detected we measured the average evaluation time for evaluating consistency after each change. More precisely, we measured the
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(a) Implementation for CPS

(b) Implementation for REMINDS

FIGURE 8 Implementations of our reference architecture for the CPSDSPL and the REMINDSDSPL.

time required to retrieve the content of all involved EMFmodels, and to check whether all references of a givenmodel are present in other models
or not. All experiments were performed on aMacBook Prowith a 2,6 GHz Intel R©CoreTM i5 processor and 8GB of DDR3 RAM.
By relying on the model-based approach used in the CPS DSPL, all generated inconsistencies were detected and their cause was explained.

Depending on the scenario, the time required to check the consistency of theCPSDSPL varies from0.75msup to 8.5mson average (0.75ms for SC1,
1.3ms for SC2, and8.5ms for SC3). Details on the evaluation times for the three scenarios are presented in Figure 9 (a–c).Weobserved that the time
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required to check the consistency is negligible and is not a threat to the scalability of the model-based support in the CPS implementation of our
reference architecture. The main advantage of our implementation is that the Consistency Checker can rely on methods from the EMF API to load
and parse themodels.While for SC1 and SC2 only 2 elements of the DSPL are involved (featuremodel and adaptation rules for SC1, featuremodel
andmappings for SC2), SC3 requires the featuremodel, themappings, and the assets to be loaded, parsed and checked,which explains the increased
time for checking the consistency for SC3 (Fig. 9 (c)). Overall, our empirical evaluation indicates that our approach is well-suited for dealing with
DSPLs with a substantial number of features, adaptation rules, and assets.
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FIGURE 9 Average consistency constraint evaluation times when detecting seeded inconsistencies (1 out of 100 change operations) for 1000
performed changes for 3 scenarios for the CPS implementation of our reference architecture.

6.2 Reference Architecture Implementation for the REMINDSDSPL
Implementation (RQ1)
To support DSPL evolution for REMINDS, which uses decision models to manage variability, we have implemented our reference architecture as
described below (cf. Fig. 8(b)). Implementing and customizing the reference architecture for the REMINDSDSPL also took about two person-weeks
and was done by one of the main developers of REMINDS. He could reuse initial variability models of REMINDS created in earlier work 19 and a
consistency checker developed for a different project 55.
Adaptation. In our earlierwork,wedevelopedanapproach for variabilitymanagement that provided the startingpoint for our implementationof

the reference architecture to support the reconfiguration of REMINDS at runtime 19. Specifically, we describe the variability of the key components
of REMINDS (probes, event types, constraints) using decision-oriented DOPLER variability models 50.
In DOPLER, decisions define configuration options (to be set by end users or programmatically via the DOPLER API). The decision type defines

what values can be set on decisions (Boolean, string, number, or enumeration). A decision can depend on other decisions hierarchically, if it needs
to be made before other decisions, or logically, if the answer affects other decisions. Decisions are related to assets in DOPLER models (this is the
problem to solution space mapping): answering decision questions allows selecting and (re-)configuring components. Assets in DOPLER models
represent the core product line artifacts (e.g., software components) in the solution space. Assets can depend on each other functionally (e.g., one
asset requires another asset) or structurally (e.g., if an asset is part of a another asset), i.e., assets can have solution space dependencies. Using
DOPLER, users can create domain-specific meta-models to define the asset types, attributes, and dependencies for their domain or system. In the
REMINDS case study, for instance, the asset types are probe, event type, and constraint. They have different attributes and are related to each other,
specifically, probes provide events of different types and constraints check events.
Users or programs can set decision values for decisions defined in the DOPLER variability model, thereby (de-)activating probes, constraints,

and related event types at runtime through an interface that connects DOPLER and REMINDS. Decisions thus represent the possible adaptations
that can be made at runtime, i.e., the adaptation rules. If, for instance, a REMINDS probe is used to instrument an archiving component (persistence
management) of a system, the decision could be calledmonitoring_archiving, with the question ‘Do you want to monitor the archiving process?’, and
related to the archiving probe represented by an asset in the DOPLERmodel with name archiving_probe. More examples can be found in 19.
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ChangeDetection andPropagation.TheREMINDS frameworkprovides interfaces for retrieving state informationof the elements of the running

monitoring infrastructure (i.e., probes, constraints, event types) to determine whether the elements are active or inactive, and also for retrieving
information on elements being added, removed or modified. We developed the component State Manager of our reference architecture to imple-
ment these interfaces. It keeps track of the current state of the elements in the runningREMINDS infrastructure, periodically checkswhich elements
have been added, removed ormodified, and forwards this information to componentModel Updater.
Model Evolution.We implemented the Model Updater as an Eclipse Plug-in in the DOPLER variability modeling IDE 50. It is triggered by State

Managerwhenever a change in REMINDS occurs. Based on Update Rules,Model Updater checks whether update actions can be performed automat-
ically or user input is required. More specifically, our implementation of theModel Updater distinguishes unambiguous and ambiguous changes. In
case of unambiguous changes, an update is triggered directly by theModel Updater to automate the changes to the variabilitymodel. For ambiguous
changes, user feedback is required. In such cases, the Update UI (a simple EclipseWizard) is triggered, allowing the user to select a particular reso-
lution strategy. For example, when a probe is removed from REMINDS, an update rule could specify to simply remove the respective asset from the
variabilitymodel. However, as the assetmight bemapped to one ormore othermodel elements, e.g., decisions, it will typicallymake sense to involve
the user via theUpdate UI and ask her to decide whether to really remove the asset together with all mappings to it.
Model Consistency. To check model consistency, we rely on an existing Consistency Checker 55 that allows to check the consistency of a deci-

sion model and arbitrary artifacts based on consistency rules (not to be confused with the constraints used by REMINDS to check system behavior
at runtime). For the purpose of the REMINDS case study we extended this existing Consistency Checker to check the conformance between the
DOPLER variabilitymodel and REMINDS.We implemented the consistency rules for REMINDS as an extension of the existingConsistency Checker in
Java. Facades provide access to the DOPLER variability model on the one hand – to retrieve model elements such as assets and decisions – and to
REMINDS on the other hand - to retrieve registered and running probes and constraints. Internally, the Consistency Checker employs an incremental
approach 56 thus reducing the overhead and providing instant feedback to users on emerging violations.

FIGURE 10DOPLER IDE showing constraint violations (upper part) and currently activated constraints (lower part).

The Violation Manager is integrated within the DOPLER IDE and retrieves information on occurring inconsistencies from the Consistency Ch-
ecker. It reports details to the user on the violation of each consistency rule, e.g., the origin within the model and the cause of the violation. In case
of a possible resolution a (semi-)automated fix can be applied to the model. In the mentioned example of adding a new asset to the variability
model due to a new probe added to REMINDS, the Consistency Checker (i) immediately detects this asset as dead if it has not also been mapped
to a decision as described above, and (ii) informs the user about this inconsistency via the Violation Manager. Fig. 10 depicts a screenshot of the
DOPLERmodeling IDE showing constraint violations (upper part) and currently active consistency rule (lower part). Different types of violation are
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highlighted differently depending on their severity (e.g., Errors vs. Warnings). The engineer can review each violation and navigate to its origin for
an in-depth inspection, e.g., of the model element not defined properly. Up to this point we have not implemented support for automatically fixing
detectedmodel inconsistencies. This is part of our future work.

Performance evaluation (RQ2)
For the simulation, we extended the existing DOPLER variability model 19 with additional elements through duplication of existing ele-
ments, i.e., we generated additional decisions and assets to produce a model with overall 1000 assets and 400 decisions, which how-
ever has the same structure as the manually created original model. This by far exceeds the typical size of decision models which
can be expected in a typical industrial scenario 50. We assessed whether the inconsistencies where detected, instrumented the Consis-
tency Checker to measure evaluation times and eventually calculated the average evaluation time per scenario. In this case, the eval-
uation time is the time required to evaluate a single constraint instance, more precisely, the time the method evaluate() needs to
complete, return ‘consistent’ or ‘inconsistent’, and generate violations which are then forwarded to the user interface. We performed
the evaluation runs using the latest version of the DOPLER IDE and Eclipse 3.8 on a standard Desktop machine with an Intel R©
CoreTM i5 CPU@2.60GHz 16GBRAM runningWindows 10 64-Bit.
For all three scenarios all seeded inconsistencies were detected. Depending on the type of check performed, the evaluation times vary between

3ms and 600ms on average (3.0ms for SC-1, 609ms for SC-2, and 6.74ms for SC-3). Details on the evaluation times for the three scenarios are
presented in Figure 11 (a–c). For SC-1 and SC-3 the average evaluation times per constraint instance are below 7ms while for SC-2 the average
evaluation time rises above 600ms. This increased evaluation time is due to the fact that the constraint for this scenario requires evaluating all
mappings between problem and solution space, i.e., all assets linked to decisions. DOPLERwas not optimized for querying suchmappings in the first
place resulting in the need to iterate over all assets contained in the variability model to evaluate the constraint. This is the reason for the higher
evaluation time for this constraint. Optimizing the access to decisions and assets in DOPLER would greatly reduce the resulting evaluation time
and could easily resolve this issue. However, in all the three scenarios, the time needed to report the inconsistency to the user is still acceptable and
allows for (almost) instant feedback.
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FIGURE 11 Average consistency constraint evaluation times when detecting seeded inconsistencies (1 out of 100 change operations) for 1000
performed changes for 3 scenarios for the REMINDS implementation of our reference architecture.

7 INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY (RQ3)
To assess the applicability of our proposed architecture, we instantiated it for a real-world DSPL, i.e., MoldingCompany’s automation software
system for injection molding machines. Plastic products range from small everyday life-products such as toothbrushes or toys, up to big products
such aswater pipes or garbage containers. Injectionmolding is amanufacturingmethodwherematerial (e.g., thermoplastic polymer) is heated until
it is molten and injected into a mold cavity, where the part is cooled and hardened. Injection molding machines are widely used to produce plastic
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products formanydifferentmarkets. Example areas include automotive (car body, interior, glazing), packaging (containers, buckets, pallets),medical
(healthcare, diagnostics) or teletronics (mobile communication, displays).
In the injection molding industry, various peripheral devices with different capabilities are mounted on a single machine to satisfy different

requirements. For instance, in the temperature control process, specific parts of the machine have to be heated to a defined temperature, while
other machine parts have to be cooled down. This can be achieved with peripheral temperature control devices provided by external manufactur-
ers. For many years, the approach to connect peripheral devices has been to use a serial interface and a standardized, manufacturer-dependent
protocol. Recently, the Euromap council proposed the standardized interface based on theOPCUnified Architecture (OPCUA) to better copewith
this situation. OPC UA is a machine-to-machine communication protocol for industrial automation developed by the OPC Foundationg. The stan-
dard Euromap 82 and Euromap 82.1 define an OPC UA Information model, e.g., for temperature control devices and peripheral devices in general.
MoldingCompany uses OPCUA to connect and switch amongmultiple peripheral devices via an Ethernet connection. This allows for dynamic vari-
ability (i.e., reconfiguration at runtime) and provides the technical foundation for applying our DSPL architecture in an industrial context. As part of
our evaluation, an engineer of MoldingCompany created a feature model describing the Temperature Control Device (TCD) capabilities for Mold-
ingCompany’s injectionmolding machines. According to this model (and its mapping to OPCUA nodes) we can dynamically identify which OPCUA
nodes are available on a connected device (nodes are defined as mandatory/optional). When specific nodes are present, features can be enabled.
The values of OPCUA nodes are the basis for adaptation rule checks performed during runtime.

FIGURE 12 Implementation of our reference architecture for the injectionmolding automation system ofMoldingCompany.

Figure 12 depicts our DSPL reference architecture instantiated for the MoldingCompany case study. The engineer used the same approach as
we used for the CPS DSPL described above in Section 6.1. We describe the feature model and the adaptation rules the industrial engineer devel-
oped using our reference architecture. We cannot provide details of the component model and the mapping of features to components due to
non-disclosure agreements, but we present general numbers and specific examples below. The middleware implemented by the engineer uses the
adaptation rules and the component model to perform (re-)configuration of the system at runtime. The other parts of the reference architecture
are the same as for the CPS instance described above.

ghttps://opcfoundation.org/

https://opcfoundation.org/
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FIGURE 13 FeatureModel for injectionmolding automation system temperature control devices DSPL.

FIGURE 14 Two example adaptation rules based on features of the temperature control devices featuremodel.

Figure 13 depicts the feature model for the temperature control device and Figure 14 shows two example adaptation rules. The first rule is for
the temperature alarm feature.Given that temperaturemonitoring is available, it can trigger alarmsof different severity (i.e., a positive integer value
greater than zero). The second rule is related to the EcoMode feature, which allows to dynamically determine the best valve position for the water
distribution system and the TCD pump speed set value to ensure optimal power usage. When the EcoMode feature is activated, the pump speed
is determined automatically and the input field on the visualization is deactivated, indicating that it can currently not be changed manually. The
adaptation rule defines that the connected TCD must be set to Used (activated by the operator) and the OperatingMode must not be 0 (switched
off/ready) or 8 (connection problem/undefined). The ForceManual Boolean, whichwould deactivate the automatic calculation if set to true,must be
false. Finally, the water distribution system component must be switched on, which is determined by the Boolean value bOn. Overall, the engineer
created 25 adaptation rules (for 15 features), which are in turnmapped to 78 solution space components.
Whilewedid not use the entire reference architecture in this example due to the focus on themodeling and adaptation capabilities, wewere able

to reuse the consistency checking and model update parts from the CPS example. We received initial positive feedback, regarding the approach,
fromMoldingCompany. Specifically, they confirmed that without the DSPL approach it took developers several days until a prototype was running
for every newdevice. TheDSPL architecture, on the other hand, reduced the time necessary to implement a similar device of an established product
line (e.g., a new TCD of a different manufacturer) to approximately one working day. Our experience with our industrial partner thus shows the
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usefulness and applicability of our approach in a real-world scenario from the injection molding machines domain, in addition to the two DSPLs
previously described.

8 DISCUSSIONANDTHREATS TOVALIDITY
Our evaluation demonstrates that our reference architecture was a useful basis to implement support for DSPL evolution in at least two different
cases (RQ1) in two different domains. Both implementations exhibit significant differences: one uses amodel-driven, feature-based approach (CPS)
and the other one a tool-driven, decision-oriented approach (REMINDS). However, both implementations rely onEclipse (RCPor EMF) and Java, and
different technologies – specifically, technologies not supporting component-based or object-oriented development – could make the implemen-
tation of our reference architecture significantly more difficult. In the two presented cases, based on our reference architecture and the proposed
generic operations, each implementation has been done by one person in a rather short time, i.e., around twoweeks.
Wealso provide initial evidence on the practicality of our reference architecture by implementing a real-worldDSPL from the domain of automa-

tion software for injectionmoldingmachines, whichwas not done by the developers of the reference architecture, but by an industrial engineer. He
could reuse several components from the CPS DSPL, which further demonstrates its feasibility. Initial feedback is very promising but more work is
needed, particularly to better demonstrate the evolution support of our approach in practical scenarios.
Overall, the reference architecture was very useful to guide the implementation of evolution support for three different DSPLs in different

domains. This was only possible because we kept the description of the reference architecture components, their interactions, and the operations
rather abstract. However, this also has the drawback, that the implementation effort for each DSPL is significant, even if one can reuse existing
models and tools as described above. It would thus make sense to further automate this process of implementing the reference architecture, e.g.,
by providing several template implementations for different types of variability models. Also, the actual reference architecture implementation
process needs to be better formalized. Even though the reference architecture components and the generic operations support the implementa-
tion, the concrete activities and their inputs and outputs should bemademore explicit.

Internal Validity. Since both approaches build on prior work and tools, which had partly been implemented by the authors, we cannot claim that
all parts have been implemented from scratch. However, both the original solutions have been adapted and extended significantly to fit the needs
of the CPS and REMINDSDSPLs. In both cases, it took less than twoweeks to implement the components State Manager andModel Updater, and the
facades to interact with the running systems. Two of the authors implemented extensions to their own architecture basing their work on existing
tool environments that have been published before 52,50 and using the reference architecture to guide their extensions of these existing environ-
ments.While other developers could follow a different implementation approach, we still thinkwe could sufficiently demonstrate theflexibility and
practicality of our approach. Our reference architecture worked for two quite different modeling approaches.While we cannot guarantee it would
work for any given approach or technology, we believe that following the architecture can guide developers in creating DSPL evolution support as
we could initially demonstrate with our industrial applicability study.
Considering the evaluation runs, we measured how well our consistency checker implementations work, which indicates their scalability. How-

ever, we randomly generated large variability models – though based on real, smaller models such as the one described in 19 – which might still not
correctly reflect how such models would really look like in practice. Also, we randomly seeded selected inconsistencies in the three evolution sce-
narios representing one edit per space. In practice, manymore scenarios are possible andmight occur in all the three spaces (even in combination),
making the exhaustiveness of the experiments difficult to reach. We thus cannot claim our approach scales in any possible case, but we can still
argue that we found initial evidence for its scalability and flexibility.

External validity refers to howwell data, processes, theories can be applied to other domains and application scenarios and how generalizeable
the results and findings are. With the presented reference architecture we aim to provide a generic architecture that can be applied to different
domains and technologies. Applying our reference architecture to other approaches will require detailed knowledge about the specific system
and the respective variability management approach. In terms of industrial applications, are confident that the three instances of the reference
architecture (one of whichwas a large industrial system) provide evidence that the reference architecture can be easily adopted for different types
of systems and different types DSPLs, meaning different types of variability modeling and management approaches. Regarding our evaluation, we
have performed lab experiments for two different implementations of the reference architecture both representing large-scale systems.While we
can not claim full generalizability in terms of performance and scaleability of the approach,wehowever, are confident think that this provides a solid
basis for the applicability of the approach. Further work will be needed assessing the applicability and performance characteristics for different
types of systems.
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9 RELATEDWORK
We discuss related research on DSPLs, on the evolution of SPLs and variability models, on checking the consistency of (product line) models, and
particularly on evolution in DSPLs. Table 4 summarizes the different concerns addressed by the approaches discussed in this section and shows
whether they are addressed in terms of problem or solution space (PS and SS), Traceability during SPL evolution or comparison of the set of Products
or Configurations before and after evolution. A checkmark indicates whether the approach proposes solutions or deals with the different criteria.

TABLE 4Overview of the discussed approaches.

Approach SPL Evolution Model-Checking DSPL evolution
PS SS Traceability PS SS Products PS Configurations

Arcega et al. 57 X X

Capilla et al. 58 X X

Czarnecki and Pietroszek 59 X X

Deng et al. 60 X X

Elsner et al. 61 X X

Font et al. 39 X

Gamez and Fuentes 54,62 X X X

Guo et al. 9 X

Helleboogh et al. 63 X

Mauro et al. 64 X X X X

Mende et al. 65 X

Murta et al. 66 X X X

Neves et al. 12,8 X X X

Passos et al. 7 X X

Quinton et al. 10 X

Seidl et al. 3,67 X X X

Thüm et al. 11 X

Dynamic software product lines. As modern systems demand more and more post-deployment activities and runtime capabilities, several DSPL
approaches have emerged in the last decade to deal with these requirements 26. For instance, some authors have proposed to leverage techniques
from service-oriented architectures to build service-oriented DSPLs, i.e., DSPLs built by composing services 68,69 or, similarly, aspect-oriented
DSPLs 70. Recently, Bashari et al. 71 proposed a classification of various DSPL implementations and compared their adaptation mechanisms. Ben-
como et al. 16 discuss these different approaches for building a DSPL and show that these supposed DSPLs were not as ‘dynamic’ as expected.
They also point out the need to cope with uncertainty at runtime by providing support for the DSPL evolution. This motivates our own work to
provide such evolution support. In a similar study, Bencomo et al. 72 discuss different techniques for modeling variability at runtime together with
existing approaches for adapting system configurations at runtime (e.g., using adaptation rules or goals). We also make use of adaptation rules, e.g.,
described as extended featuremodels in our CPSDSPL case study and described as DOPLER decisions in our REMINDSDSPL case study.
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Evolution of software product lines and variability models. Dynamic software product line approaches often build on traditional software product

line solutions. Naturally, it makes sense to discuss the support for evolution in traditional SPLs as a basis to discuss support for the evolution of
DSPLs (see below). Many product line approaches assume that activities in domain and application engineering can take a fairly stable product
line for granted. However, real-world product lines inevitably and continuously evolve. Managing evolution is thus success-critical, particularly in
model-based approaches to ensure consistency after changes to meta-models, models, and actual artifacts. Several authors 73,74 have stressed the
importance of approaches for product line evolution to avoid the erosion of a product line, i.e., the deviation from the product line model up to the
point where key properties no longer hold.
Several approaches have been proposed for managing the evolution of software product lines 5, ranging from verification techniques to ensure

consistent evolution, to model-based frameworks dedicated to the evolution of feature-based variability models 6. For example, an interesting
research thread proposes evolution templates for co-evolving a variability model and related software artifacts 3,7,8. Such templates can be com-
pared with the update rules we have developed in our approach. Deng et al. 60 describe a model-driven product line approach that focuses on the
issue of domain evolution and product line architectures. They discuss several challenges for the evolution of model-driven software product line
architectures and present their solution for supporting evolution with automated domain model transformations. Such transformations could also
be useful in our context to realize the update rules to support the evolution of the variability models in our DSPLs when applying model-driven
techniques. Another example is thework byMende et al. 65, who present tool support for the evolution of software product lines based on the grow-
and-prune model. They support identifying and refactoring code that has been created by copy and paste and which might be moved from product
level to product line level. Refactoring of a DSPL is not the scope of our work, and should rather be avoided at runtime, if at all possible, as it can
too easily lead to many inconsistencies. However, if necessary, the work and tool by Mende et al. could be useful to support refactoring the DSPL
code. Font et al. 39 propose an approach that compares, aggregates and resolves input models (models describing products) to create a CVL vari-
abilitymodel. This approach can also be used to evolve the existing variabilitymodel by taking into consideration a new inputmodel. Our CPSDSPL
case study also describes changes as models, however, not as CVL models but as two feature models: a model fragment that comprises the model
element to be updated and a changemodel, which is an instance of the changemeta-model.
Another important research thread deals with the evolution of the variability defined for a software product line. Some authors surveyed

different approaches and terminologies 75, while others propose a taxonomy of evolution operations in different modeling spaces 76. We built on
this work when describing the evolution operations in DSPLs. Neves et al. 12 propose a SPL evolution approach that preserves the original behavior
of evolving product lines, i.e., products that could be generated before evolution can still be generated after the evolution. This of course is only
possible if restricting the removal of certain needed features, which makes the process easier but also constitutes a limitation of this approach.
To keep a configuration consistent with a feature model even after evolution of the latter, Gámez et al. 54 present an approach that automatically
evolves the configuration with respect to the changes performed in the model while also taking into consideration the possible cardinalities. Such
an approach is also useful in a DSPL context, with the main difference being that automatically evolving the configuration would have to be done
(also) at runtime. Seidl et al. 67 introduce Hyper feature models, capable of versioning the features and their constraints to maintain evolution
traceability over time and guarantee the compatibility of one version of a featurewith versions of another one. Feature traceability is thus a central
concern in SPL evolution approaches, and has been shown to be essential in a feature-oriented project 77. Our work was largely inspired by this
earlier work on evolving software product lines, andwe extended this work by considering runtimemanagement of such evolution.

Consistency checking. Approaches for model-checking are often used to guarantee the consistency of a variability model after evolution 9,10. For
example, Czarnecki et al. 59 present a feature-based approach using model templates that supports defining consistency constraints using OCL.
Elsner et al. 61 present an incremental approach for checking consistency during derivation in multi product line environments. We also support
defining consistency constraints in differentways, depending on the implementation of our reference architecture. Approaches such as the ones by
Czarnecki et al. and Elsner et al. could thus also be applied in our context. Due to the fact that we have to deal with consistency checking at runtime,
an incremental approach is preferable (cf. our REMINDS case study).
Existingwork also addresses the issue of consistency betweenmodels and code in product lines. For instance,Murta et al. 66 present an approach

for ensuring consistency of architectural models and the corresponding implementation during evolution. The approach supports arbitrary evolu-
tion policies and is based on recording changes in a configuration management system. In our context, we also have to analyze the actual DSPL’s
code to detect inconsistencies (cf. our reference architecture) and an approach such as the one byMurta et al. could be adapted to ourDSPL context.
Approaches for comparing the set of possible products before and after the evolution of a product line have also been proposed 11,12. In addition

to these ‘classic’ consistency-checking approaches, we also provide in our architecture a means to check the validity of adaptation rules together
with the different models and thus ensure proper runtime reconfigurations.

Evolution of dynamic software product lines. What Knauber 78 pointed out over 12 years ago – that it is easier to plan and evolve a product line for
anticipated variability proactively, but it is rather complicated and hard to support unanticipated reactive product line evolution – still holds today,
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particularly for dynamic software product lines. Indeed, current approaches supporting product line evolution 5 have not specifically been designed
to support the evolution of aDSPL and tomaintain its consistency at both design and runtime. Existing research only recently started to investigate
evolution in a DSPL context, and especially its impact on the running system.
Helleboogh et al. 63 proposed the notion of meta-variability to support evolution in DSPLs. A meta-variability model is used to describe the way

the variability can evolve at runtime, while ameta-variabilitymeta-model defines the relationships between the variability and themeta-variability
models. The implementation of a reference architecture for the CPS DSPL also relies on change meta-models. Capilla et al. 26,58 use super-types to
automate the modification of variants in a feature model at runtime. A new variant can be added to an existing variation point as long as it belongs
to the same super type as the variant to be replaced. Such rules are very useful to support DSPL evolution and could be realized in our context via
our update rules concept. Arcega et al. 57 propose evolution strategies to migrate from the current version of a configuration space to an evolved
one in a DSPL. Their approach thus enables the current running configuration tomatch the new configuration space.
However, these approaches are often limited to a given set of changes and focus on evolving the configuration space and relatedmodels without

considering other concerns (e.g., system-driven evolution, solution space elements, constraint-checking at runtime), and also do not deal with adap-
tation rules. Mauro et al. 64 propose ametamodel to keep track of the feature model versions when evolving the DSPL. They rely on the DarwinSPL
tool suite to handle evolutionsmade by theDSPLmaintainer. That is, they propose their ownModel Updater component and the related GUI to deal
with non-trivial evolution scenario. Their approach is thus compliant with our proposed reference architecture.

10 CONCLUSIONSANDFUTUREWORK
In many domains, systems need to run continuously and may not be shut down for reconfiguration or maintenance tasks even if they require con-
stant adaptations to react to changes in their environment. To manage the variability and support the runtime reconfiguration of such adaptive
systems, DSPL approaches have been proposed. Usually built as a long-term investment, a DSPL has to evolve continuously to meet new require-
ments. While the evolution of SPLs has been widely studied, little support exists for the challenging process of evolving a DSPL while maintaining
its consistency and preserving the runtime adaptation capabilities of themanaged system.
In this paper, we proposed a reference architecture for dealing with the evolution of DSPLs.We first described the possible evolution scenarios,

explained what inconsistencies could result from such scenarios, and then presented the main components of our reference architecture, along
with generic operations that can be implemented for a concrete DSPL. To assess the flexibility of our approach, we investigated the use of the
reference architecture in two concreteDSPLs (a cyber-physical system and a runtimemonitoring infrastructure) andwe conducted experiments to
provide evidence on the performance of our approach for these two implementations regarding detection of inconsistencies. Through an industrial
collaboration, we also demonstrated the usefulness of our approach in real-world scenarios. Further studies should be conducted to demonstrate
the approach is suitable for diverse DSPLs.
Although the reference architecture presented in this paper is well-suited to detect inconsistencies resulting from the evolution of both the

DSPL models or the running system, we only considered in our evaluation changes that originate from monitoring the running system. A possible
improvement for future work would thus be to also deal with unsynchronized configurations, i.e., running configurations derived from a previous
version of the DSPL architecture. We also plan to improve our approach by leveraging learning-based mechanisms for those ambiguous changes
that require human intervention. Indeed, suchmanual changes could be ‘learned’ and be used later to automatically support similar evolutions. Our
approachcouldalsobeextended toenableprevious configurations tobe (re-)derivedevenafter evolution, e.g., by exploiting traceabilitymechanisms
from version control management tools. Also, we plan to involve users responsible for maintaining DSPLs and get their feedback on the usefulness
of our approach.
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